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Abstract: The sharing economy has become prominent in the policy, business and academic discourse as a way to achieve greater levels of resource efficiency in sustainability transitions. An example is carsharing, which is regarded as a potential lever for change in sustainable mobility transitions. In this article we, apply the “ecologies of business models” perspective to investigate how carsharing initiatives have coevolved in Sweden. We focus on the city context as a useful unit of analysis to investigate carsharing in four Swedish cities: Gothenburg, Malmö, Stockholm and Umeå. Through qualitative case research, we investigate the following: How did carsharing business models coevolve in the studied cities? It was found that early notions of carsharing date back to the 1970s, but the concept has changed significantly over time, particularly with the emergence of (Internet) technology-based platforms. The findings suggest that carsharing is complementary to existing private car usage in cities, rather than a replacement. Based on this, we suggest pathways for local policymakers to consider when implementing sustainable carsharing solutions. The contributions are threefold: providing an empirical study on the theoretical ecologies of business models concept; understanding how carsharing coevolved in Swedish cities and in relation to wider sustainability and mobility trends; and giving novel insight into the role of local governments.
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1. Introduction

The sharing economy and related business models have become prominent in the sustainability discourse [1,2]. The central idea is to optimize the use of underutilized assets (e.g., cars and apartments) by pooling or sharing them through digital platforms [3,4]. Carsharing is increasingly studied as a phenomenon in the field of sustainability [5], the sharing economy [2,6,7], and the digital revolution [8] as digital platforms (e.g., Uber, Citymapper and Mobike) have the potential to disrupt current systems of provision in relation to urban development. Carsharing is regarded as a potential lever for change to reduce car dependency, congestion and pollution in cities and to contribute to broader socioeconomic issues such as health and access to mobility [4,9]. There are high expectations on sharing cities and sharing business models as ways to drive sustainable development [9–11].

Over time, various sharing business models have emerged in cities, but the actual impacts on society, the environment and the economy have been debated [2,11]. Simultaneously, there is great interest in smart cities and using digital platforms [12]. However, these developments are nascent and the full potential for sustainability and wider impact are little understood. The role of sharing business models and their impact in an urban context needs more research and critical investigation. This article
will contribute to advancing the understanding of the development of carsharing business models in an urban context and the role played by local governments.

One way of exploring the emergence of sharing business models and the impact on incumbent business models and infrastructures is the ‘ecologies of business models’ concept, which analyzes the symbiotic and competitive relations between new and existing business models [2,13]. The concept builds on a metaphor of ecological dynamics in natural ecosystems (by [2], based on [14]) to advance understanding of how new business models influence existing ones through mechanisms such as competition, symbiosis and mutualism—processes also found in nature [2]. This would improve the understanding of the impact of new sharing initiatives in cities. For example, to what extent does a carsharing business model reduce dependency on cars or, instead, stimulate more car usage?

While business models have been analyzed in isolation (e.g., [15]), nascent research [2,5] suggests that business models need to be understood in their wider context, in particular in relation to other business models. This study seeks to extend work on ecologies of business models [2,13], which articulated the importance of analyzing the totality or patterns of business models in a context rather than single business models. This is done by investigating how carsharing initiatives coevolved over time in four Swedish cities. This research also seeks to extend earlier studies on carsharing in the German context [5,9] and older studies on sustainable mobility and carsharing in Sweden [10,16]. This study will investigate the following research question: How did carsharing business models coevolve in the studied cities? A case study approach is taken by analyzing carsharing initiatives in Gothenburg, Malmö Stockholm and Umeå (Sweden), focusing on various carsharing business models as well as their relationships with each other and the cities. The next sections describe the background (Section 2), method (Section 3), case results (Section 4), and discussion and conclusions (Section 5) in greater detail.

2. Background

This section first discusses sharing business models and the ecologies perspective. Next, we zoom into carsharing as a specific type of sharing business model. We end with the research gap that forms the focus of this study.

2.1. Sharing Business Models—Opportunities and Challenges

Business models describe the way business is done and are typically depicted by means of the value proposition (what is offered and to whom?); how that value is created and delivered (e.g., key activities, partnerships and channels); and how money and other forms of value, such as benefits to society, are captured [17–19]. Sustainable business models are regarded as a potential driver for sustainability [20], by taking a holistic perspective on the way business is done, and explicitly including society and the environment as stakeholders alongside the customer [21]. Sustainable business models are about “how an organization creates, delivers and captures value for its stakeholders in a way that supports a safe and just operating space for humanity and all living entities to flourish” ([22], p. 2).

The sharing economy is one possible example of a sustainable business model, which specifically recognizes the need to leverage the idling capacity of goods and services by offering access over ownership to reduce overall consumption and resource use [23]. This can manifest in many forms of sharing, such as sharing cars, homes or power tools [4].

Acquier et al. [4] proposed an organizing framework for the sharing economy that rests upon three pillars: (1) access economy (sharing underutilized assets to optimize resource use), (2) platform economy (digital platforms creating decentralized exchanges among peers) and (3) community-based economy (coordination through “non-contractual, non-hierarchical or non-monetized forms of interaction” (p. 6). The new elements in the sharing economy, compared to simply sharing items with family, friend and neighbors, is the concerted effort through a business model, involving financial transactions and the use of digital platforms to better use idle capacity [2].

Because of the ambition to leverage the idling capacity of goods and services through different modes of collaborative access, instead of traditional individual ownership, the sharing economy
may lead to reduced resource use, requiring fewer physical goods [23,24]. However, concerns have been raised on the operationalization of the sharing economy [25,26], in particular related to their actual impact. To illustrate, Kamargianni and Matyas [25] argued that it is rather easy to come up with new ideas but the real challenge is to put them into practice. Designing a business model and institutionalizing it is especially demanding when innovations occur outside the exclusive control of traditional firm boundaries (p. 3). Furthermore, despite the interest and promise about the sustainability impacts of sharing (and more generally, sustainable) business models, few studies have assessed their impact [13,27,28].

Building on [2,25,26], we suggest that it is difficult to understand the impact of one business model without knowing its broader context. Boons and Bocken [2] proposed an “ecologies of business models” approach to understand how sharing business models evolve compared to incumbent models and infrastructures: the shaping of individual business models takes place in an institutional setting which provides “rules” that are conducive to certain forms of product and service provision. Moreover, the shaping occurs in a context where other business models are present, which may compete, complement or provide vital inputs for the development of the sharing business model [13]. Taken together, this makes it advisable to analyze the “localized business ecosystem rather than an individual business model” alone ([13], p. 1501). Investigating the ecosystem through the ecologies of business models perspective is an important first step to assess carsharing’s impacts on car ownership, emissions and sustainable transport in cities.

2.2. Carsharing Business Models in an Urban Context

Cities offer particularly fertile breeding grounds for sharing economy initiatives [29]. Davidson and Infranca [30] discussed how proximity and population density bring about agglomeration benefits. Today, 53% of the world population lives in cities—a number that is expected to grow to 66% by 2050 [31]. The potential for cities to leverage different resource-efficient sharing initiatives is therefore high and makes them a valuable unit of analysis as a geographically limited entity, with limited space for infrastructure, initiatives and services [32].

One area that is receiving a lot of attention is shared urban mobility [33]. The sustainability aspects of urban mobility business models relate to favoring clean energy; maximizing the use of transport resources and capabilities; encouraging substitution using sustainable alternatives; offering service orientation and functionality; articulating initiatives that address the needs of a wide range of stakeholders in transport systems; reducing travel demands; extending benefits to society and the environment in a systemic perspective; and developing scale-up mobility solutions [33].

Studies have shown that car-based personal mobility is lessening its share of urban travels in the developed world [34] and, simultaneously, that new mobility services are entering the market. Carsharing is an example of a mobility solution that is gaining ground in cities worldwide [35]. It offers temporary access to locally available cars [9] and has the potential to reduce the number of cars on the road [26] but could also increase car dependency [2]. As suggested in [36], functionality is delivered rather than ownership in carsharing business models. A different kind of value proposition is therefore put forward, alongside strategies for value creation and capture [5].

In their research on sustainable business models, Schaltegger et al. [5] identified coevolving processes of business model variation, selection and retention in a German context. Most notably, they explained an evolution from station-based models where cars are picked up and dropped off at specific carsharing stations (e.g., Greenwheels) to more free-floating setups that allow cars to be picked up and dropped off at any place in a defined urban area (e.g., Car2Go and DriveNow). Similarly, Münzel et al. [9] analyzed and compared carsharing business models in Germany and distinguished between cooperative, business-to-consumer and peer-to-peer (P2P) carsharing models. Recognizing that different carsharing companies (and hence, business models) have different fleet sizes, they argue that they are still “equally competitive in terms of the number of cars they offer per capita in the geographical area they operate in” ([9], p. 272). Similar to [2], they conclude that various carsharing
business models can and will coexist “for a rather long time in their respective areas of operation” and that relational interdependencies, therefore, are inevitable [9], p. 272.

These interdependencies observed in literature suggest that shared urban mobility and “mobility as a service” (MaaS) have organically emerged as concepts [37], drawing from experiences in Finland, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom [38]. MaaS “aims to bridge the gap between public and private transport operators on a city, intercity and national level” [25], p. 3, by integrating different tools (e.g., planning, booking, payment and ticketing) and services (public transport, carsharing, bike sharing, taxi, etc.) into one seamless travel platform [39,40]. MaaS thus has the potential to integrate a whole ecosystem of business models. However, scholars have argued that it will take time before substantial levels of needed cocreation are reached [41]. We need not only a better view on the roles and relationships of different actors involved [25] but also a better understanding of their respective business models as well as the willingness and ability to share data when cities seek to establish an integrated mobility service offering. More research is also needed on the role of the city that is offering geographical space for carsharing to function and the policies and regulations that affect the evolution of carsharing business models [31,40]. MaaS will not be the focus of this article; however, it is touched upon when mapping how carsharing evolved in the four Swedish cities.

2.3. Research Gap

This research seeks to bridge research gaps in the fields of sharing business models and urban sustainability transitions by understanding how carsharing coevolved in four Swedish cities.

Literature provides understanding of what “sharing” is [4,23], but little work has been done on how individual initiatives can scale up to form a viable economic system to live up to positive environmental, social and economic expectations (an exception is [42] as argued in [2]). There is a clear need for a better understanding of how sharing initiatives evolved in cities to learn from this for the future. Furthermore, earlier work conceptualized how business models might coevolve [2,13], but empirical data is lacking. The broader gap in business model research relates to understanding their impact. The move away from a dominant “unsustainable” business model is still an open area for research [43].

Although the literature has increasingly pointed towards the role of business models in sustainable urban mobility, less focus has been on understanding the size of new industries such as carsharing and the dynamics of these new business models in an urban context. There is a considerable amount of knowledge at the firm level, but little is known about how those business models can be feasibly diffused in cities by both public and private actors [5,33].

While authors have studied carsharing in contexts like Germany [5,9], the focus was on exposing the emerging landscape rather than the roles of local governments. The role of local governments is also underexplored in the development of sharing business models (with exceptions, e.g., [10]), whereas the urban context has been identified as a promising unit of analysis. The importance of local governments has been highlighted before but in relation to local markets for electrical vehicles where public procurement was identified as a key policy means [44]. Through qualitative case analysis, we analyze the coevolution of carsharing over time and the role of local governments as potential “orchestrators” of carsharing in cities, in this way bridging sharing business models and urban governance research.

3. Methods

The data collection was part of the Sharing Business Models project, a strategic research project on novel business models for the sharing economy in cities. The project aimed to better understand the impact of sharing business models by investigating the emergence of such new business models in a city context and is part of the wider national program called “Sharing Cities Sweden” (www.sharingcities.se), which aims to “develop world-leading testbeds for the sharing economy in Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmö and Umeå”.
We focus on cases of four cities in Sweden (Umeå, Gothenburg, Stockholm and Malmö; Table 1) to analyze the development of carsharing in the context of other mobility developments. Data collection included document and archival analysis, a focused workshop with cities’ representatives, and 7 semi-structured interviews with city representatives and experts related to carsharing in the cities to comment on the developments in the cities (see Figure 1). Data collection took place between February 2019 and December 2019.

**Table 1.** Detail of the four cities being investigated. Sources: References [45–47].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cities</th>
<th>Size (Inhabitants)</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gothenburg</td>
<td>573,852</td>
<td>Site of the Port of Gothenburg—the largest in the Nordic countries: Testbed city of Sharing cities Sweden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malmö</td>
<td>340,802</td>
<td>One of the early industrialized towns in Scandinavia: Testbed city of Sharing cities Sweden.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umeå</td>
<td>127,612</td>
<td>City located in the middle/northeast of Sweden: Testbed city of Sharing cities Sweden.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Method applied in this research.

The focus is on four cities and the different business models operating therein. An ecologies of business models perspective [2] was adopted by analyzing the coevolving business models in a city context.

### 3.1. Desk Research on Carsharing Organizations

Websites of carsharing organizations operating in the four case cities were analyzed for their business model characteristics. Documents such as books, articles and reports about carsharing in Sweden were also examined to track the evolution of carsharing over time, including when specific organizations started operating in the case cities. In some cases, emails were sent to organization representatives if data could not be found on websites or in documents. As a comprehensive website or database of all carsharing organizations in Sweden is yet lacking, this iterative approach was used to uncover prominent carsharing examples in the different cities, coupled with the insight from the workshops (Section 3.2) and expert interviews (Section 3.3).
3.2. Detail about the Workshop

A 2-h workshop was held on 8 April 2019 at Lund University, with city representatives and stakeholders. This workshop took place as part of the Sharing Cities Sweden program and focused on learning about (car)sharing business models. Over 80 representatives from academia, municipalities and business attended the Sharing Cities event, and 22 invited experts attended the more focused afternoon workshop. The group of 22 participants included eight representatives from Lund (five academic and three city representatives), three representatives from Malmö (all city representatives), five representatives from Gothenburg (all city representatives), three representatives from Stockholm (academic representatives working on sharing projects with the city) and three representatives from Umeå (all city representatives). During this workshop, participants were asked about the governing role and responsibilities they see the city taking with sharing, how the ecologies of business models framework applies to mobility in the respective cities, and how digitalization and data more generally can be used to accelerate the sharing economy.

3.3. Interviews

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with city actors working with carsharing from each of the four cases. Seven interviews were conducted between October and December 2019. This included one interview with a representative from Malmö, two interviews with representatives from Gothenburg, one interview with a representative from Stockholm and one interview with a representative from Umeå. In addition, two experts not associated with a specific city were consulted to better understand the wider carsharing context (see Table 2). Existing contacts in each of the four cities were asked for introductions to representatives that were working with carsharing; interviewees were also selected on the basis of having worked with carsharing or sustainable mobility in their respective cities for at least one year. The knowledge gained in the interviews differed from available public data as individuals could reflect on the barriers to carsharing, carsharing’s role within sustainable mobility efforts and expectations placed on carsharing. Interviews took between 30 min to one hour.

Table 2. Detail about the interviewees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Interviewees</th>
<th>Representative/Expert for City of</th>
<th>Type of Interview</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Project Leader</td>
<td>Gothenburg</td>
<td>Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>Umeå</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Cooperative Representative</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Skype</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Traffic Planner (x2)</td>
<td>Gothenburg</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Carshare company representative</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Traffic Planner</td>
<td>Malmö</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>Stockholm</td>
<td>Zoom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interviews were used to validate the results of the document and archival analysis and workshops. Interviewees were asked about the role carsharing plays in their city’s sustainability efforts, how carsharing business models evolved over time and how the city’s institutional framework interacts with carsharing organizations. This was done to ensure a complete understanding of how the ecologies concept applies to carsharing in the Swedish case cities and to develop comprehensive narratives about the evolvement of carsharing.

3.4. Data Analysis

Information from the three data sources was coded manually according to the three case study components: carsharing business model evolvement in the city, governance and impact. The interviews were recorded with explicit permission and listened to several times to ensure no important information was overlooked. Follow-up emails were sent for clarifying questions and additional data.
3.5. Limitations

First, as there is not one official or up-to-date website or database where carsharing organizations are tracked, it was challenging to confirm with certainty when a specific business model started operating in a city as well as the total number of organizations operating in a given city. Information about nonprofit cooperatives is available (http://www.bilcoop.se/), but not for Business-to-Consumer (B2C) and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) providers. Even our enquiries and communications with the respective companies and city representatives could not always lead to exact timelines. Instead, the timelines provide a best estimate for operations and serve to highlight how the models have evolved over time in the case cities. Second, it appears from our efforts to identify carsharing and mobility experts in cities using the Sharing Cities project network that carsharing is still quite niche, and few experts could be identified. This led to a limited number of interviews. Third, we took carsharing as the starting point and focus of study. Hence, we did not look into the full detail of new business model developments related to bikes, scooters, public transit and their business model evolution. These are out of the scope of this present study, yet we do focus on the broader trends related to mobility in the cities to assess the impact of carsharing.

4. Results

The results start with the context of carsharing in Sweden, followed by outcomes for the specific cities and a brief cross-case analysis.

4.1. Context and Evolution of Carsharing in Sweden

This section provides a brief context and description of the evolution of carsharing in Sweden. Table 3 provides a brief typology of carsharing in Sweden, presenting the different types and examples identified in Swedish cities. These were identified based on the desk research. Figure 2 shows how carsharing developed over time in the Swedish context.

Table 3. Typology of carsharing in Sweden.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed spot</th>
<th>Cooperative Model</th>
<th>Business-to-Consumer (B2C)</th>
<th>Peer-to-Peer (P2P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free floating</td>
<td>Aimo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>First cooperative in Sweden.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980&gt;</td>
<td>Various informal neighborhood cooperatives.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980&gt;</td>
<td>Swedish Transport Administration declares support for carsharing.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Emergence of Swedish and international B2C models</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005&gt;</td>
<td>Formal platform P2P models (Snappcar, GoMore)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010&gt;</td>
<td>Competitive relations: international B2C and P2P entrants. Snappcar acquires Swedish competitor FlexiDrive; niche value adds like carpools and electric fleets. Cooperatives struggle to survive.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact limited to neighborhood scale; separate ecosystems with little interactions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incumbent car-sharing model: dominant provider in various markets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. How carsharing developed over time in Sweden (developed in this research).

Carsharing in Sweden began in the 1970s with nonprofit peer-to-peer cooperatives where neighbors would pool together resources to own cars collectively or participate in carsharing organizations [48]. After the Swedish National Road Administration (SNRA or Vågverket) had been assigned to take care of sustainable transport, their strategies would include carsharing and carpooling as important components to developing sustainable transport in Sweden [48].
With national government support, carsharing models began to proliferate from the late 1990s onwards. This was further facilitated by the use of technology as users could easily book cars through apps at their convenience. Carsharing membership doubled approximately every two years, and more competition between carsharing businesses emerged [49]. Nevertheless, legislation at the national level has been slow to accommodate different business models.

Three main business models have emerged within the Swedish context: cooperative models, Business-to-Consumer (B2C) models and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) models.

4.1.1. Cooperative Models

In the case of cooperative models, vehicles are either owned by a member and shared with the cooperative, or members pool together finances to maintain joint ownership of a vehicle. Members pay a membership deposit, yearly or monthly fees and for mileage. The maintenance and care of the vehicles is often contractually obliged, including bookkeeping and administrative duties. In turn, members can book cars with parking costs, insurance and fuel included in the price for rental periods. Cooperatives generally follow roundtrip models where vehicles are returned to where they are picked up. Early carsharing models were often driven by cost-savings as a value proposition rather than environmental concerns [50].

The first carsharing cooperative in Sweden, Bilpoolen, operated from 1976 to 1979 [48]. Sambil is the oldest active example of such an organization and is currently present in several Swedish cities, including Stockholm and Gothenburg [48,51]. While users retain ownership of their vehicles, these organizations maintain contact information and ease the process of car lending to members that do not own vehicles [50]. This model inspired the development of carsharing over the next two decades in Sweden [50].

While these carpools were limited to select geographical areas and several dozen members were given limited available vehicles, the organizations were given early stage funding from the Swedish national government to monitor their success and to track impact over time [48]. Despite facing no significant competition at this time, the size of these early-stage initiatives limited the environmental impact to the neighborhood scale and ultimately did not result in a systemic transportation shift as car ownership continued to increase by an average of 1.4% from 1980 onwards [52]. Small, neighborhood-scale cooperatives can still be found throughout Sweden.

4.1.2. Business-to-Consumer (B2C) Models

The late 1990s and early 2000s saw B2C models emerge that diversified from the traditional cooperative model. B2C models are characterized by a for-profit third-party providing a fleet of vehicles [9]. While some cooperative models involve a third-party, facilitating transactions (as opposed to members handling administrative duties), cooperative models involve joint ownership of the vehicles to some extent. Thus, B2C models differ from cooperatives within the ownership component.

Under B2C models, members select a membership type (hourly, daily, monthly, etc.) according to their expected usage for which they will make a one-time or monthly payment. Fuel costs and congestion charges are usually included in the per km, hourly or weekend fees. There are variations in B2C business models regarding membership types, offering roundtrip vs. one way, and establishment of business-to-business (B2B) carpools as part of the offering.

Carsharing in the 2000s was thus either highly localized with cooperative models or driven by car rental companies like Sunfleet. In 2009, carsharing was available in 37 cities, but only two providers operated in more than one location; only 7 out of 45 providers had “more than 100 customers or more than 10 vehicles available” while Gothenburg and Stockholm had 9 and 10 providers during this time, respectively [53]. Business has traditionally been the largest carsharing market segment in Sweden, attracted by the proposition of temporary rentals for business trips, followed by planned communities (i.e., new developments) and residential neighborhoods [50].
4.1.3. Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Models

Under P2P models, vehicles are lent from user to user through an online platform, generally for profit. Users can select from the vehicles available in their area. The duration of the car share is generally up to the vehicle owner’s discretion as they set the terms. Often, these models include a rating function on the website for both the lender and the borrower. P2P models are not tied to a location as they are dependent on users in an area advertising their vehicles.

The P2P carsharing Dutch company Snappcar entered the Swedish market in 2012. Users can advertise their car on the platform wherever they are located and charge a daily fee for use. Owners of the vehicles retain ownership and handle maintenance compared to carsharing cooperatives. Snappcar acquired Swedish competitor FlexiDrive in 2015 [54]. This acquisition was initially met with outrage despite the business model remaining the same with only a name change; user trust had to be developed by Snappcar again (Interview 5). Snappcar is present in cities across Sweden though the unstable vehicle fleet within P2P organizations inhibits formalized partnerships, meaning P2P organizations have to rely on more casual users (Interview 5).

GoMore is a Danish P2P carshare company that started operating in Sweden in 2015, with vehicle leasing and P2P ridesharing for profit also offered as a value add. Users can lease new vehicles through the company and either pay a set monthly fee for or a discounted monthly fee if they rent the car to other users for a certain amount of days each month. The P2P function is now discontinued, but it allowed users to advertise their destination with a proposed price for splitting the trip costs [55]. For-profit ridesharing has faced regulatory difficulties in Sweden; while it can be a value add for carsharing organizations, the national government is still weary of an unregulated P2P ride-hailing or sharing market and has strict regulations in place that prevent ridesharing from taking over taxi services [56]. Thus, within an ecology of mobility models, ridesharing does not pose the same competition to carsharing that may occur in other cities.

4.2. Specific Developments in the Four Swedish Cities

This section will explain the evolution of carsharing in the four cities in light of the evolution of other modes of transport and impacts.

4.2.1. Carsharing in Gothenburg

Figure 3 summarizes the evolution of carsharing in Gothenburg. The carsharing business model trajectory in Gothenburg began with cooperatives, followed by an expansion of B2C and P2P models. Göteborg’s bilkooperativ in Gothenburg was inspired by early cooperatives, forming in the 1980s. The company struggled to afford their vehicles and merged with another cooperative in 1990 [48]. The new organization was named Majornas Bilkooperativ, which became Sweden’s largest nonprofit carsharing cooperative with 20 cars and 200 users [48]. Majornas Bilkooperativ shut down in 2018 due to declining membership numbers and difficulties in getting members to engage in mandatory cooperative activities [57] (Interview 3). One interviewee suggested that membership and maintenance duties are no longer something people want to participate in and that cooperatives need to adapt accordingly (Interview 2). While there are still active cooperatives in Gothenburg, such as Masthugget’s Car Cooperative and Bagarbil, they face increasing competition from commercial operators such as Sunfleet, who can offer low rates without the volunteer requirements [57].
when the Gothenburg Urban Transport Administration developed a proposal to encourage the use of carsharing by residents and the city [63]. The city procured Sunfleet services to act as a first mover in the space, to strengthen the market and to help carsharing achieve critical mass (Interview 4). Without early city support, one interviewee viewed the business model as unlikely to have succeeded (Interview 4). Thus, the city had an early role as an enabler, providing the required infrastructure and support for carsharing to succeed on a larger scale than neighborhood cooperatives.

Figure 3. Gothenburg carsharing evolution. Orange: cooperatives; dark blue: B2C carsharing; light blue: P2P; green: mobility as a service (MaaS); some offer additional value creation, e.g., B2B carpools.

* Refers to an estimate—exact operational starting date in Gothenburg could not be confirmed.

The establishment of Sunfleet in Gothenburg in 1998, after the announcement of the Swedish government’s support for carsharing, marked a critical turning point in Swedish carsharing as it would become Sweden’s largest carsharing organization. Sunfleet operates a commercial B2C station-based model where users book vehicles to pick up and drop off at specific locations. Sunfleet’s value proposition differed from cooperatives in several ways: operating in more locations; providing users flexibility in vehicle choice and differing rental times and membership types; and not requiring volunteer duties. Sunfleet is the predominant carsharing organization in Gothenburg today with more than 180 private and open pick-up/drop-off locations around Gothenburg [58], though Bilpoolen.nu and MoveAbout also have a B2C presence (Interview 4).

Technology largely permitted the scalability of different models that could offer multiple services, as users could use websites and apps to search for and book vehicles, making the process highly convenient. Organizations like Bilpoolen.nu, created in 2007 in Gothenburg, establish carpools for businesses or apartments and offer P2P rentals [59]. Bilpoolen.nu was successful enough to eventually take over City Car Club, an international competitor [60]. MoveAbout maintains a similar business model with a niche value add; setting up electric carpools for companies and organizations as well as offering cars for round trips to private individuals for a membership fee and rental costs [61]. MoveAbout took over another Swedish electric car company, Miveo, in 2017 [62]. MoveAbout attracts a smaller subset of the population and can capture value by upholding their business model as a way for customers to become ‘truly sustainable travelers’ [61]. Large operators like Sunfleet now also offer carpools for private businesses and organizations, creating competitive relations with other business models. However, smaller B2C or P2P operators pose little threat to Sunfleet given its incumbent backing and market dominance [2].

Gothenburg was also the first city in Sweden to experiment with MaaS. UbiGo was an app that was piloted in Gothenburg in 2015 and allowed users to enter their journey destination and to choose from a variety of transport methods (bikes, cars, etc.). While the UbiGo app saw success, it was discontinued at the time as there was no one willing to take ownership of the app’s management (Interview 4). Sunfleet was the carsharing partner, again demonstrating the company’s predominance and capacity to provide for large customer base.

Governance of Carsharing

The city of Gothenburg started to take an active role in promoting carsharing in the early 2000s when the Gothenburg Urban Transport Administration developed a proposal to encourage the use of carsharing by residents and the city [63]. The city procured Sunfleet services to act as a first mover in the space, to strengthen the market and to help carsharing achieve critical mass (Interview 4). Without early city support, one interviewee viewed the business model as unlikely to have succeeded (Interview 4). Thus, the city had an early role as an enabler, providing the required infrastructure and support for carsharing to succeed on a larger scale than neighborhood cooperatives.
The city provides a conducive environment for carsharing through favorable parking conditions and procurement. Gothenburg now has an internal carsharing scheme and leases cars through the B2C company bilpoolen.nu (Interview 1). Gothenburg’s 2009 Parking Policy encouraged the use of carsharing by lowering the number of parking spaces required for developments; developers have a 10% reduction in required parking spaces if there is proximity to public transit [64]. The 2014 Traffic Strategy included an objective to increase the number of parking spaces for carsharing schemes by public squares, key transport nodes, and other areas of high interest and activity [65]. The number of parking spaces in the city for shared vehicles has increased significantly, from 81 in January of 2017 to 218 in December of 2019 (Interview 1). Providing adequate infrastructure is an important impartial mechanism for cities to promote carsharing.

Trends in the Urban Mobility Context

Private car trips overall have decreased since 2009, which is correlated with the introduction of a congestion tax and a rise in bicycle trips and public transport in the city’s datasets rather than carsharing [66]. Air pollution from Particulate Matter 10 has halved in the last decade, and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) have gone down as well [67]. Both are pollutants commonly associated with car exhaust, but the change is also attributed to the congestion tax and the rise in bicycle trips and public transport [66]. Total personal vehicles in use went up from 175,247 in 2010 to 189,509 in 2018 [67]. This represents growth of 8.13% from the 2010 baseline. While the share of electric and hybrid vehicles has been increasing (electric went from almost zero percent of new vehicle registrations in 2010 to 2% in 2019) and diesel vehicle registration has gone down, the share of petrol vehicles in new registrations has remained steady [67]. Whereas people appear to use their cars less and electric vehicle ownership is growing, car registration is increasing despite other mobility options.

While most cities want to look at decreased car usage as a measure of sustainability impact, it can be difficult to attribute reductions in car usage to carsharing given promotion of public transportation and biking (Interview 4). During the workshop, mobility was not brought up as something prioritized by the city within its governing of the sharing economy [Workshop]. The city’s role was referred to as a supporter and enabler, which Gothenburg’s procurement partnerships have demonstrated [Workshop]. The Gothenburg Urban Transport Administration struggled in the past to change street parking ordinances to allow for more carshare services [63]. The municipality itself was the largest carshare user for a decade, with 4600 municipal employees using cars provided by Sunfleet in 2012 compared to 717 public members [63]. This has changed: while membership in cooperatives remained steady from 2012–2017, both MoveAbout and Sunfleet have experienced growth. In Gothenburg, MoveAbout had 6448 total users in 2016 while Sunfleet had 10,886 (Interview 4). MoveAbout is thus able to compete with Sunfleet in Gothenburg (Interview 4). Gothenburg is also Snappcar’s second largest market (Interview 5). While there are still significantly more private car owners in Gothenburg, B2C carsharing organizations are growing.

4.2.2. Carsharing in Stockholm

As the largest city in Sweden, Stockholm has seen a variety of business model experiments. Sunfleet did not start operating in Stockholm until 2008 and, as of 2019, has about 20 private and open carpool locations advertised on their website, significantly lower than the 180+ in Gothenburg despite Stockholm’s larger population [68]. Other B2C models offer carpools, rideshare services and niche vehicles (i.e., electric). Stockholm is Snappcar’s largest market “by far”, indicating a possible preference by residents for P2P sharing (Interview 5).

Free-floating services have failed to make an impact in Stockholm despite offering a flexible and immediate value proposition. Free-floating, or one way, B2C organizations allows users to pick up and drop off cars at permitted locations in the city. Membership and distance fees generally follow the same model as roundtrip companies. While roundtrip models could be imagined to act mutualistically with free-floating services as they serve two needs, free-floating services’ entries into the ecosystem has
been squashed in a parasitic manner by existing organizations alongside lacking public demand and supportive parking infrastructure [69]. Car2Go, which started operating in Stockholm in 2014, ceased operations in 2016 as did DriveNow in 2018 [70]. A consultancy report from Rise Viktoria found that Car2Go usage rates in Sweden were extremely low in Stockholm compared to other European cities, likely contributing to Car2Go’s shutdown in addition to strict regulations about where cars could be parked [70]. Public transportation and bicycling remain highly viable options in Sweden, possibly contributing to the lack of public free-floating uptake and the smaller carsharing user base. Currently, only Aimo—an electric one-way service (free floating)—is available in Stockholm, though it has only been active for a year as of 2019 [71].

Round trip models are generally used for longer trips given the lack of flexibility for pick-up and drop-off locations and need to plan ahead. Free-floating services like Aimo compete directly with public transportation and bikes given they are meant to be used for short trips within the city. Efficient and affordable public transportation must be seen as a necessary complement to existing carsharing schemes as it cannot be the only alternative given the relatively high marginal cost of participating in carsharing compared to using one’s private vehicle [49]. Public transportation and carsharing thus act in a mutualistic fashion to reinforce the ultimate goal: significantly reducing private car ownership [57,72]. Figure 4 summarizes the evolution of carsharing in Stockholm.

Figure 4. Stockholm carsharing evolution. Orange: cooperatives; dark blue: B2C carsharing; light blue: P2P; green: MaaS; some offer additional services, e.g., B2B carpools. * Refers to an estimate—exact operational starting date in Stockholm could not be confirmed.

Governance of Carsharing

Stockholm began interacting with carsharing organizations in the early 2000s. As a participant in an EU funded project MOSES from 2001–2005, carsharing was promoted in municipal departments [73]. Several departments started using carsharing, and the project helped to further encourage the promotion of carsharing in Stockholm. Stockholm also has a vested interest in promoting electric vehicles and has participated in a joint procurement scheme since 2010 to increase electric vehicle (EV) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) viability [74]. This supports the dominant model of owning a vehicle within the existing mobility ecosystem rather than a system of car provision.

The city is attempting to move away from leasing through entering a procurement partnership with Sunfleet in 2018 (Interview 7). Out of the four companies that were viable options for the partnership, Sunfleet was able to secure the contract because of offering the lowest costs (Interview 7). The cars are available to the public when not in use by the municipal employees. To reduce dependence on car ownership, new developments can include fewer parking spaces than legally required if convenient sustainable mobility solutions are offered. A mobility index is being trialed where developers are scored according to residents’ proximity and access to carsharing schemes, whether fewer parking lots are being built and if there are high parking fees [75].

However, carsharing does not appear to factor into the city’s climate goals significantly; neither the 2010–2020 Climate Action Plan nor the Urban Mobility Plan mention carsharing [76,77]. While the
city supports reducing available parking spots in the city center, carsharing has not played a significant role in sharing initiatives [Workshop]. This is largely due to regulations that do not allow Stockholm to favor private companies, making procurement their only current mechanism for explicit engagement (Interview 7). Public transportation, cycling and walking are also viewed as options that should be promoted and prioritized over carsharing (Interview 7).

While UbiGo was discontinued in Gothenburg, it is currently being trialed in Stockholm in collaboration with the public transport body SL [78]. Similar to the parking space mobility index, if developers offer subscriptions to UbiGo to their residents, the requirement to build the minimum number of parking spots is waived and buildings costs are thus reduced, providing a direct incentive for carsharing. UbiGo was required to enter a B2B partnership with Sunfleet to guarantee customers for Sunfleet as Volvo would not otherwise permit them to work with the app, fearing low customer use [79]. However, because of Sunfleet’s dominance in Stockholm, there are probably no other operators who can provide the scale of vehicles needed for the app to succeed. Snappcar is an additional partner providing P2P services (Interview 5).

Trends in the Urban Mobility Context

The city has only formally surveyed transportation habits once in 2015. The study found that 1% of respondents participated in a carpool in Stockholm County in 2015 [80]. A separate survey looking at the city of Stockholm specifically found that 2% of residents used a carpool in 2016, a jump from 1% in 2010 [81]. However, total personal vehicles in use went up from 303,930 in 2010 to 355,457 in 2018 [67]. This represents a growth of 16.9% from the 2010 baseline—almost double the Gothenburg rate. While electric vehicles now make up 1.7% of the total new registrations (from 0.01% in 2010), petrol and diesel vehicles still make up 82% of new registrations. Even though electric and hybrid vehicles are on the rise and these numbers do not account for population growth, this still demonstrates a strong preference towards owning vehicles, despite the rise of trips made by public transportation, walking and cycling.

In addition to the lack of a national definition and the regulations preventing favoritism for private companies, Stockholm has been slower to engage with carsharing than other Swedish cities because of the perceived lack of conclusive evidence for the sustainability merits of carsharing (Interview 7). Free-floating services in particular can pose a threat to public transportation and cycling, and Stockholm wants to ensure that the travel methods it promotes are sustainable. Stockholm also views EU projects as avenues for experimentation with different carsharing modes, such as in the UbiGo pilot (Interview 7). Ultimately, the city does have a role to play as a mediator and facilitator that interprets regulations and communicates sustainable travel options to residents (Interview 7).

4.2.3. Malmö Carsharing

Figure 5 summarizes the evolution of carsharing in Malmö. Carsharing took off in Malmö in 2007 with CIVITAS SMILE, an EU program which provided funding to select cities to help them develop more sustainable urban transport systems [82]. As one of only two commercial operators in Sweden at the time, Volvo and its subsidiary Sunfleet were selected to establish five carsharing spots within Malmö between 2005 and 2007 [83]. Today, like in the rest of Sweden, Sunfleet is the largest carsharing vehicle provider in Malmö and has established more than 100 public and private parking spots [84]. The early government support helped cement Sunfleet’s incumbent status. P2P carsharing emerged similarly as in other cities; platforms like Snappcar and GoMore became a usable model once users started interacting with and using the platforms.

As Malmö is a smaller city than Gothenburg and Stockholm, Sunfleet’s dominance has resulted in few competitive relations between business models. The city is lacking the critical mass to create effective competition with other carsharing organizations, allowing Sunfleet to maintain its incumbent status.
Governance of Carsharing

The city does not procure carsharing services, citing laws that do not allow them to show favoritism for private companies (Interview 6). Instead, Malmö has promoted carsharing through providing information about carsharing and a parking norm that allows developers to reduce the required number of spots in inhabitants if they provide convenient access to sustainable mobility solutions (Interview 6). In a Malmö Västra Hamnan (West Harbor) project that attempted to incentivize new residents in a neighborhood to forgo travelling by car, a trial Sunfleet membership was offered [85]. While studies have identified regulatory tools at Malmö’s disposal to promote carsharing—parking allowances, gradient parking fees for carshare vehicles and city zoning by laws that dictate where vehicles are able to travel and park—the city has not pursued these [49]. Some of these tools, such as reducing parking spots, would likely face political difficulties [49]. Nevertheless, organizations like Sunfleet and MoveAbout view lenient parking permits as one of the most important tools for increasing customers as parking costs continue to rise [49]. The city is also conducting a feasibility study into free-floating carsharing services to determine whether they can contribute to sustainability without disincentivizing public transport and cycling (Interview 6).

Malmö’s comprehensive city plan promotes high densification with the vision that citizens can select public transport and biking over using a car [86]. The city’s Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan also highlights that carsharing has increased in Malmö in recent years and that the city should continue to expand access to green vehicles via dialogue with constructors and developers [87]. The city’s role has been expressed as an enabler leading the way (changing its own organizational processes to influence the evolution of sharing); though without procurement capabilities, it is difficult to do so for carsharing. Carsharing has not been a part of the city’s sharing ambitions, which instead focuses on renting out property and goods [Workshop]. The city did initiate the “no ridiculous car journeys” campaign which has been replicated in other Swedish cities and encourages citizens to choose transportation methods other than private vehicles.

Trends in the Urban Mobility Context

Overall, car journeys have been declining in Malmö while public transit and biking have gone up, reflecting sustainable mobility trends [88]. Private vehicles in use went down to 106,869 in 2011 from 117,991 in 2010 (2010 being the most recent data available) but have been steadily increasing since then to reach 119,225 in 2018 in Malmö [67]. Of the new registrations, electric vehicles have gone from almost 0 in 2010 to make up 1.6% of newly registered vehicles; petrol and diesel vehicles now make up 91% as opposed to 84% in 2010, likely because hybrid vehicle registrations have overall decreased [67]. Thus, while it is clear that other sustainable modes of transport are being used, private vehicle use is still on the rise and nonelectric cars dominate in Malmö.

4.2.4. Umeå Carsharing Evolution

Figure 6 summarizes the evolution of carsharing in Umeå. Umeå has seen little business model evolution, likely due to its small size. Umeå has 27 shared cars available through Sunfleet and two cooperatives for its 88,000 residents in the urban center (Interview 2). Sunfleet started operating in
Umeå in 2008, while Björkstadens Miljöbilpool was formed in 2009 as a cooperative where members share responsibility for vehicle maintenance; three vehicles are available through a booking system and located in one area of the city [89]. Ålidhems Bilpool is another organization with one car available in Umeå—members pay monthly, booking and mileage fees, and cleaning/administrative duties are shared [90].

Figure 6. Umeå carsharing evolution. Orange: cooperatives; dark blue: B2C carsharing; light blue: P2P; some offer additional services, e.g., B2B carpools. * Refers to an estimate—exact operational starting date in Umeå could not be confirmed.

Governance of Carsharing

The municipality played a big role in bringing commercial carsharing to the town. Umeå entered an official procurement partnership with Sunfleet in 2008 to create a carpool available to municipal employees (Interview 2). Town residents are permitted to book vehicles when they are not in use by municipal employees, provided they have Sunfleet membership (Interview 2). Sunfleet did not have a presence in the town beforehand and engages in little advertising or promotional campaigns to engage more residents, likely choosing to focus their efforts in towns with greater populations (Interview 2). While Snappcar has a presence in the town, there are usually fewer than a dozen vehicles available on the website.

Towns the size of Umeå can be seen as lacking the critical mass that would bring business model innovation and competition within the community. Nevertheless, Umeå has a Green Parking Payoff scheme that allows property owners and developers to build less parking spaces with developments if they offer access to carsharing, discounted train tickets or access to other sustainable means of transport [91]. While the direct impact of offering carsharing is unknown, a 35% reduction in CO₂ emissions and a 41% reduction in car use from the residents is expected as a result of the scheme [91].

The city is also building transport hubs that aim to provide multiple services in one convenient location for citizens (Interview 2). Tomtebo Strand is a new development where the city hopes to make it unnecessary to own a car (Workshop). Experiments have also taken place with individual families, facilitated by the city, to go car-free for a designated time and to try alternative mobility options.

Trends in the Urban Mobility Context

Personal vehicles in use went from 47,617 in 2010 to 55,657 in 2018, a growth of about 16.8% from 2010 mirroring Stockholm [67]. With the exception of diesel vehicles, all other vehicle types—petrol, electric, etc.—have increased their share, with petrol vehicles almost doubling [67]. While carsharing is seen to play a role within sustainable mobility, biking and public transit are where most of the city’s efforts lie and through which the city expects to meet its goal of 65% of trips taken through these methods [91]; there are no strategic indicators for carsharing as of 2019 (Interview 2). While the town is in full support of carsharing, there are challenges: carsharing can still only succeed in areas where individuals have the economic means to use it, digital solutions can be a barrier to innovative solutions, resistance from citizens unclear about the benefits of reducing car use (Workshop). It was also remarked that, because many people leave town for nature excursions, owning a private vehicle is a part of the culture to enable this (Interview 2). The results of a trial MaaS program further showed that only those conveniently located near a carpool would make use of it, suggesting that housing associations providing carshare services could be a viable solution for increasing usage [92].
While bike sharing and small-scale P2P sharing can succeed, large-scale carsharing has not yet been achieved. As the city has focused on providing different sustainable transportation options, mobility as a service is also premature.

4.3. Cross-Case Analysis

The four case cities—Stockholm, Gothenburg, Malmö and Umeå—followed a similar pattern with the emergence of cooperative models, followed by an expansion into B2C and P2P models. The P2P models were fairly recent, and the older forms such as cooperative models and B2C models mostly coexisted with little interactions. Due to various regulations preventing cities from showing favoritism to private companies, these organizations have largely evolved without city support in the cases of Stockholm and Malmö. Moreover, despite offering a more flexible and immediate value proposition, free-floating services have struggled with Swedish regulations and having to compete with incumbents, in contrast to the German context [5]. In terms of size and dominance, eventually the car manufacturer-owned company Sunfleet became most dominant in the cities, echoing earlier work on the difficulty of breaking through incumbent business dominance [2,43]. Sunfleet started as a partnership between Volvo and Hertz, two market incumbents in which the initial value creation was selling private vehicles (Volvo) and renting vehicles (Hertz). Within the ecologies of business models perspective, it has been suggested that incumbents can maintain their positions if they adopt carsharing as part of their model [2]. Incumbent firms generally have the resources and infrastructure to pose a threat to competitors, and in this case, Sunfleet benefitted from early entrance into the carsharing market where it established itself as the leading market force, partly thanks to the carsharing infrastructure and support provided by Gothenburg, which allowed it to expand to other markets. Today, Sunfleet is wholly owned by Volvo and is Sweden’s largest privately owned carsharing organization with almost 50,000 members and locations all over Sweden [93]. Experimentation with other business models occurred, with organizations like MoveAbout providing the most viable competition for B2C and B2B carsharing, but many did not scale up or ceased to exist.

Regarding the impacts (e.g., congestion and air quality), biking, walking and public transit appear to be the top sustainability priorities in the four cities. Perhaps it is not surprising that carsharing does not have a clear strategic role or priority in the cities, given that public transportation and bicycling remain highly viable options in Sweden. Public transportation and carsharing thus act in a mutualistic fashion, but carsharing has a limited foothold with small numbers of participants and usage per participant. In general, there is a trend in the cities towards more private car ownership, with a dominance of petrol cars but a gradual shift towards more electric vehicles. It is interesting to note that Gothenburg has experienced significantly less growth in new vehicle registration from 2010 compared to Stockholm (a city of similar size and resources). Gothenburg has invested more in carsharing infrastructure and support, yet this positive trajectory may be also related to other mobility options. Finally, different carsharing models may have different impacts: P2P business models leverage existing idle vehicles while B2C models rely on procuring new fleets during expansion. Despite this, we found that, in the three cities, public procurement has been used to support B2C carsharing (e.g., public procurement of Sunfleet services by Stockholm and Umeå and of Sunfleet and Bilpoolen.nu in Gothenburg).

Because of the potential dominance of private players and the struggle with promoting viable alternatives within a city context, cities might need to consider engaging in carsharing [94]. Cities can take different roles in this, as shown in Table 4. The important parameters in this model relate to three different groups of actors (the city, businesses and volunteer organizations) who initiate issues in the city (compare also [95]). In a process characterized by “governing by provision and authority”, the local government starts the initiative. In “governing by partnership and enabling”, it is initiated and run collaboratively between the local government and others. In 'governing through volunteers’ (e.g., NGOs or citizens), the process lies in the hands of actors other than the local government, and the role of the local government is mainly to support or facilitate these processes. Reasons for local
governments to engage in volunteer initiatives include the strengthening of the cities’ financial and social vitality and the improving quality of the infrastructure in the locations where the initiatives are implemented.

Table 4. Local government’s role in carsharing: Developed from Palm et al. [95].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiator</th>
<th>Governing by Provision and Authority</th>
<th>Governing by Partnership and Enabling</th>
<th>Governing through Volunteering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local government/authorities (e.g., public transport; public procurement)</td>
<td>Local government together with others (e.g., development of platforms, such as the MaaS app; Umeå supporting mobility experiments with individuals)</td>
<td>Citizens or NGOs (e.g., neighborhood coops in the 1970s and 1980s)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 is used to analyze how four Swedish cities have contemplated their participation in the sharing economy.

Both Gothenburg and Umeå stressed that, without their initial support for carsharing, no publicly accessible carshare model would have survived. Local governments might take on a partnering role when they want to support an increasing carsharing trend in the city but do not want to lead. They might take a self-governing role when they want to introduce carsharing and to contribute to the establishment of a market. If they want to support initiatives from volunteer organizations, a possible action could be to establish a publicly orchestrated carsharing platform to reduce the search cost for different actors wanting to enter the market. In this set up, the local government may facilitate exchanges between potential customers and carsharing initiatives without interfering in how or by whom the service is offered.

Finally, it is necessary for local policy makers to consider the impact of promoting carsharing on the “environmental sustainability hierarchy” for mobility. Carsharing is not amongst the most environmentally preferable options (biking, walking and public transport), so it would be beneficial for cities to consider what other options are available in their mobility portfolio to contribute to the desired (sustainability) impacts. The cases showed that lenience with car parking was amongst the selling points for users to adopt carsharing, and it has been promoted as part of new building developments. It is important to understand the impact of these initiatives on more environmentally preferable options (e.g., biking) and whether this would not have adverse impacts.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

This study investigated how carsharing business models coevolved in four Swedish cities. The contributions are threefold: providing (1) an empirical study on the theoretical concept of the ecologies of business models, (2) an in-depth study on how carsharing coevolved in Swedish cities and in relation to wider sustainability and mobility trends and (3) novel perspectives on the role of local governments in relation to these new carsharing business models.

First, while before, the ecologies of business models perspective had only been theoretically described [2,13], we contribute with an empirical analysis of carsharing in four Swedish cities. The aim was to better understand how carsharing business coevolved and what the impact of such initiatives was in an urban context. While such an analysis does not provide hard quantitative data on the impact of new sharing business models on environmental indicators such as air pollution and CO2 emissions, it does provide a rich understanding of the size of the new industries and business models and the dynamics within the urban context. Anecdotal evidence from the workshop and interviews suggested that the ecologies of business models provided a fruitful perspective for discussion and helps local policy makers compare their options to decide about their future strategies in a sustainability context.

Second, our study gives insight in the impact of carsharing within the urban context. It suggests that carsharing is complementary to existing (private) car usage rather than a replacement. Few
small players have successfully remained viable in the cities, with the dominance of carsharing tied to an incumbent car manufacturer. Cooperative models, Business-to-Consumer (B2C) models and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) models evolved. However, carsharing is still rather niche in the four Swedish cities. These findings echo work from over a decade ago [16], which concluded that carsharing was niche but worth exploring to counteract negative trends of higher car dependency without substantial increases in public transport. While a dominant player, Sunfleet, emerged in Sweden, this player was not regarded as large in terms of fleet. It is however interesting that this carsharing business is owned by an incumbent car manufacturer, Volvo, showing how incumbents might (sub)consciously keep in place their existing model of car manufacturing but through different customer channels (e.g., sharing next to ownership). We did not find evidence for the “breaking down” of dominant non-sharing business models [43], as would be desirable in the transition to a sharing economy. This was coupled with negative environmental trends of increasing car ownership, with registered vehicles still being on the rise (2006 to 2018) in Sweden [67] and between 2010–2018 in the four cities. We also found that free-floating business models did not “float” so well in Sweden, perhaps because of strict parking regulations and easy accessibility to cycling and public transit, which contrasts the German context, where the free-floating model was introduced, imitated and made scalable by incumbent car manufacturers (Daimler and BMW) [5].

Third, we observed patterns in the key roles of cities in relation to carsharing: enabling carsharing organizations to succeed through procuring sharing services, providing incentives for carsharing organizations through favorable parking fees and reduced parking requirements for new builds and providing information to the public about carsharing. The cities of Malmö and Stockholm also relied on government support (national and/or EU) for the initial start of carsharing, and a mobility as a service project in Stockholm is still reliant on EU funding. Cities have a delicate line to tread between providing explicit support for carsharing, which can come across as private company favoritism, and needing to promote carsharing as a possibly sustainable alternative.

To conclude, despite a 50-year history of carsharing in Sweden, there is still uncertainty about the impacts and carsharing is not yet widespread. This has several implications. First, there is a need to consider the environmental hierarchy of mobility options. Second, it is essential to understand the implications of (not) supporting unsustainable trends (e.g., reliance on cars). Although Cohen and Kietzmann [10] suggested that “further integration between shared mobility operators and cities [is needed] to minimize agency conflicts and increase the sustainability of the business model”, we propose the totality of sharing business models in a city context and how these relate to each other, needs to be more fully understood before such integration. To facilitate this, the ecologies of business models concept [2] was found to stimulate interesting debates between decision makers on who they were supporting and what business models they were sustaining through their actions [Workshop]. Finally, carsharing will probably remain a critical part of sustainable mobility efforts by cities, but given that some longer trips cannot easily be replaced with public transportation or cycling, there may be an impetus to owning a private vehicle for convenience. This demonstrates the potential for innovative business models that bridge conventional longer-term car rental and short-term carsharing, resulting in more appealing propositions to entice people to reconsider the need for individual car ownership.

This research contributes to the understanding of the role of carsharing in the sharing economy and sustainability debates by analyzing how carsharing evolved over time in four Swedish cities. Novel insights relate to the ecologies of business models perspective, which supports the understanding of the coevolution of carsharing initiatives over time and the role of the local governments. This study identified mixed involvements by the cities (enabling and incentives), with unclear outcomes for sustainability and little scaling up, except for the rise of one dominant player arising from the incumbent car manufacturing (and rental) industry. Future research may expand on developing the ecologies of business models perspective into a practical “tool” or method to assess new business models within a certain context. Research may also focus on the actual purposes of carsharing and ‘what it replaces’ through consumer behavior studies to better understand future business strategies.
and local policies. Finally, more insight into the environmental benefits of different types of carsharing initiatives on their own and within a broader city context is needed.
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